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A differential transconductance-C biquad implemented in the
digital subset of a 0.9p CMOS process operates at
frequencies up to 45OMHz and Q-factors to approximately
100 with SNR in the range 35-45dB. By switching in
capacitors and adjusting control voltages it can be tuned to
below 3OMHz. demonstrating the capability of operating
over the entire VHF range. Active area is 0.029mm2 and
power consumption is 30mW.

Several competing circuit technologies are available for
implementing monolithic filters: active-RCl ,
MOSFET-C2, switched-C3s4, transconductance& and
digital6 The diiferent characteristics of each defines its
applications niches, and in new technologies it is generally
appropriate to test the capabilities of the circuit styles in
their areas of natural strength. We have developed and tested
a chip to test the high-frequency limits of transconductanceC (Cm-C) filters in submicron CMOS.
Because transconductance-C filters use an integrator built
from an open-loop transconductance amplifier driving a
capacitive load they can be very fast (no compensation
capacitors axe needed) but should not be expected to be very
linear (linearizing circuits exist, but provide limited
improvement in linearity and often compromise speed). At
high speeds they tend to store state variables on small
capacitors and therefore suffer large kT I C noise: this
combines with their nonlinearity to limit their useful
dynamic range.
The most natural applications for these filters are therefore
those where speed is vital and low or moderate SNR
acceptable, for example pulse-shaping and equalization for
very high-speed data communications. For these reasons we
chose to investigate the capabilities of Cm-C circuits in
modem CMOS by emphasizing speed. Linearity, power
consumption and area were considered only insofar as they
did not seriously compromise high-frequency performance,
but were all quite reasonable in the fmal design.

Placing the highest priority on speed implies use of
minimum-length devices run at high gate-source voltages,
and selects for simple circuits to eliminate parasitic poles.
The single low (5V) supply voltage further discourages
complex circuits, since even cascades quickIy consume all
available bias headroom. In this sense the requirement of
high operating frequency tends automatically to produce
small areas.
.

bearixed Trmctors
Figure 1 shows the use of a simple differential pair as a
transconductor. Well-known circuits for large-signal linear
rransconductors exist.7*8*g~lo Figure 2 shows the circuit
we use, which is simply a differential pair without the
current source and is large-signal linear under the same
conditions as the others. A similar block was recently
reported.l 1 The linearized circuits operate by cancelling the
quadratic components of the drain currents of two devices,
and are exactly linear when devices are exactly described by
the long-channel pinch-off model.

Thus if the inputs consist of a differential signal
a common-mode bias voltage,
superimposed on
VCM z!z vd / 2, and M3 and M4 implement an ideal current
mirror. then

and when the two transistors
(Kl = K2, wl = W.2, Ll= 4 ),
i0 =2KT(VcM -VT)~~
which is linear in the

signal voltage Vd .

are identical

components to cancel: the result is still large-signal linear,
with

Between these two extremes, however, the devices will
produce output currents with odd-order terms not cancelled
by the differential configuration and will not be exactly
linear. For this reason there is an inherent trade-off between
linearity (best at long channels) and speed (best with
minimum channels). Our test chip is an experiment with
one extreme of the resulting range.
In the presence of fmite output conductance, the circuit of
figure 2 has nonzero common-mode gain, resulting from the
asymmetry between connections of M3 and M4. A
matching argument can be used to show that this produces
a voltage gain of approximately -1. Transistors M2 and M4
form a ratioed inverter (which we have designed to have a
voltage gain of about -1): for a purely common-mode signal
in, and with like transistors matched and having finite
output conductance, the Ml-M3 pair will operate at exactly
the same gate-source and drain-source voltages as the M2M4 pair when the drain of Ml (which is the output) tracks
the drain of M2 (the ratioed inverter). This common-mode
gain is expressed as a voltage gain: the common-mode
rejection ratio should be expressed as a ratio of
transconductances, and is g,,, I gO. Because of the use of
short-channel devices, this is low: about 20dB.

Figure 1: A differential pair as a uansconductor.
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The transconductor is designed to operate with all devices in
pinch-off. M 1 or M2 will enter mode if their drain voltages
drop more than one threshold voltage below their gates,
which sets an upper limit of about 1V on differential signal
levels. Ml and M2 can also be driven into cutoff by signals
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Figure 2 The single-ended transconductor

Since we are optimizing for speed, and hence using shortchannel devices (0.9p in this technology), equation (1) is
not a good model. A simple correction term for transversefield degradation of mobillty12, gives the equation

(4)
For 6(vGs - VT) cc 1 equation (3) still applies, while for
e(vGs - VT) >> 1 the devices are essentially linear
transconductors already, and there are no quadratic

larger than 2( V&44 - Vt ), and this mechanism will dominate
for low VcM (which will be needed when tuning for low
transconductances, which in turn correspond to low
frequencies, low input gains or high Q-factors). M3 can
enter triode for high common-mode inputs.
The complex relationships between output swing and
control voltage severely limit the useful tuning range of
this uansconductor. Many of these problems are common to
all CMOS transconductors but in the short-channel case the
transverse-field terms further reduce the range of
transconductance available from a given range of tuning
voltage (V& - 5) .(note that in the limiting case of
equation (5) no adjustment of transconductance is possible)
Wide tuning range can only be practically obtained by
augmenting the individual transconductor’s poor tuning
range with some other mechanism, such as by switching-in
capacitors or by partially cancelling the outputs of two
transconductors.

A differential-output transconductor is obtained from a pair
of single-ended circuits each producing one of the two
outputs, with cross-coupled inputs to get appropriate signs.
This kind of arrangement results in finite common-mode
gain from mismatch between the two half-circuits, which
may add to that from the finite gO.
An ideal transconductor would, when capacitively loaded,

produce a frequency response that rolled off at exactly
2OdB/decade and had exactly XY of phase at all frequencies.
Finite output conductance reduces gain and phase at low
frequencies; parasitic poles in g,,, cause excess phase and
reduced gain; and fmite gate-drain capacitance causes a righthalf-plane zero for excess phase and increased gain. Practical
transconductors work well at frequencies (geometrically)
half-way between the low-frequency pole g0 I C and the
high-frequency pole (near h) or zero (g,,, I Ch); at
frequencies below this point the output conductance
provides excess damping for filters using the element (hence
reducing Q) and at higher frequencies the excess phase
causes Q-enhancement or even oscillation. Our chip was
overdamped up to frequencies near 3OOMHz, indicating that
g0 damping dominates over the VHF range.
.
The BIOIJ&JQQQ

We implemented a second-order loop, chosen as a simple
structure that demonstrates the capabilities of the
technology. This structure consists of a pair of differential
transconductors connected in a loop as shown in figure 3,

together with capacitors (to defme frequency ~0). damping
devices RD. and voltage sources V& to set common-mode
levels and thereby tune the transconductors. We
implemented all of these components with MOS devices to
obtain simplicity, reduced process sensitivity, and tunability
at some cost in linearity

We chose to use grounded, rather than differential, capacitors
in order to control the common-mode loop caused by the
fmite common-mode gain of the transconductors. This loop
would ordinarily be highly unstable, since a loop of two
integrators with gains having the same signs has real poles
G
“$X4 . Choosing to use grounded capacitors brings
at *%u
these roots as close to the origin as possible for a given
differential-loop 61~. Grounded damping devices can then
force both pies into the left half-plane to obtain stability at
common-mode.
Because transconductance can only be controlled over a
limited range, adjustable capacitors are used to obtain a
broad tuning range. We implemented switchable capacitors
by using the channel capacitances of a string of NMOS
devices as shown in figure 4. These were laid out in a ring
pattern to minimize parasitic Chn, which defines the
maximum operating frequency. As transistors &I to IUC~
are turned on by external control inputs, progressively lower
frequency ranges are obtained The overall differential circuit
structure cancels even-order distortion products, and also
cancels signal currents in the control inputs. The signalswing constraint resulting from the need to maintain

Figure 3: The second-order biquad loop. Capacitors and damping devices are detailed in figures 4 and 5a.

channels in these devices is identical to that required to bias
the transconductors, and hence not importarK
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Figure 4: Switchable capacitor chain. For node ‘X” see
figure 3.
As well as allowing coarse frequency-tuning and avoiding
the need for a double-poly capacitor, using MOS capacitors
reduces the effect of process variation: oxide thickness and
channel width appear identically in expressions for
transconductance and capacitance, leaving g,,, I C insensitive
to these highly variable parameters. Channel length
continues to contribute variability.
At low frequency settings, the series string of “on” devices
has the structure of an RC line. This effect is conveniently
more tolerable at low than high frequencies.

Although a self-connected transconductor can be used for
damping, it is not the best choice here: it implements a
differential resistor, and so does not stabilize the commonmode loop. We chose instead to use the source impedance of
an NMOS device biased by a current source as shown in
figure Sa. With only two transistors per side, this gives us
common-mode control as well as damping by
approximating the Thevenin equivalent of figure 5b. Evenorder distortions are, of course, cancelled by the differential
structure.
The ratio between device sixes in the transconductor and the
damping circuit sets a nominal circuit Q, which can be
adjusted at the cost of dynamic range. We chose a 2:1 ratio
for purposes of experimentation.
Probes
At the high-frequency extreme, node capacitances are well
under IpF. It is therefore difficult to probe the nodes
without affecting the circuit.
While a conventional solution to this problem would be to
add source followers as buffers, we preferred to use
common-source devices &r - I+~ as shown in figure 3.

Figure 5: a) C&nnon-mode contrt?and damping details.
b) A Thevenin equivalent of figure 5a.
These are linear under the same assumptions as the
transconductor, and can directly drive a 5OS2 load for RF
measurements. Signal voltage swings, however, must be
deduced indirectly.
In a practical system we might expect the signals from
these filters to be consumed on-chip, so that these probe
devices should be regarded as test equipmem

A photomicrograph of the circuit appears in figure 6. The
active area is approximately 2551.t by 112~. The
transconductors and a capacitor are marked on the
photograph. The entire biquad occupies roughly twice the
area of a pad without having been very tightly laid OUL
Depending on tuning voltages and the number of capacitors
in use, a variety of f0 and Q values can be obtained. Figure
7 is a scatter plot showing vO,Q) values obtained
experimentally. The points are labelled with numbers from
0 to 4 that specify the mrmber of capacitors switched on in
exh case.
The plot shows, as expected, that higher Qs are obtained at
higher frequencies, as A-related effects begin to cancel the
go-induced damping that dominates at lower frequencies.
These effects appear to balance at about 3OOMH2, below
which the circuit is stable even with the explicit damping
devices turned off. The lower-Q boundary of this plot has
not yet been thoroughly investigated.
The point marked with an asterisk in figure 6, for which
spectrum analyzer photographs are shown in figure 8, was
selected for detailed characterization. Measured f0 and Q
were 276MHz and 21 respectively, as compared to 248 and
20 from simulation. Power supply current was 6mA. which
also compares well to a simulated 5.3mA.

Figure 6: A photomicrograph of 0.9p CMOS biquad.
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Figure 7: A scatter plot illustrating experimental
(L , Ql nlues.

Figure 8: Obtained experimental spectrum: centre
frequency 276MHz. traces: 5MJWdiv. 2OMHzldiv,
reference level 4OdB.

We deduce internal signal levels from output current by
estimating the transconductrmce of the test devices. The
reasonable agreement between simulated and actual f0 led us
to use the simulation figure of 0.52fn U. The peak internal
differential level obtained in the experiment of figure 8 was
computed on this basis to be 122mV for a 14mV input
level, as compared to 16OmV in simulation.
High levels of nonlinearity distort the appearance of a
spectrum, but an intermodulation-distortion (IM) test is
more sensitive and direct. We chose to estimate the cubic
distortion by measuring the output component at the upper
6dB frequency when inputs are at the bandcentre and the
lower 6dB point. For signals with output levels at 14mV
(276MHz) and 7.4mV (265MHz), a 0.7mV component at
287MHz was observed, for approximately 5% distortion.
These levels correspond to a 384mVrms internal signal
level.
Output noise was dominated by the test setup, because of
the low gain of the probe devices. An estimated inputreferred noise density of 7OnV I a was calculated based
on simulated transistor transconductance figures yielding
3.23mVrm.s noise power on a differential internal output.
For the IM test conditions above, this level corresponds to a
SNR of 42dB. making distortion dominant. At internal
signal levels of 224mVrm.s. the two mechanisms would be
equally important and would give a S/N + c ratio of 34dB.
In comparison, we obtained a simulated integrated noise
power of 2.43mVrm.s on a differential output suggesting
slightly better SNR. SNR performance at the high end is
“worst-case”; because the higher node capacitance when
more capacitors are switched in for lower speeds reduces
kT/C.
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